October 4, 2017 - I am going to tell you why I removed the Africa Report. It is a sad account and required the action that I took. And when the decision was made, it also became very clear what was taking place in the spiritual. But before I tell you the specifics, let me briefly share with you a truth from the Scriptures regarding the ways of Yahweh.

We know that the Bible prophesies, and does so even in and through the affairs of man, even through individual men. Therein, their lives and actions were ordained. The affairs of man are not a collection of random and haphazard actions and events, but are in fact living prophecy. This is true throughout all of history, but is especially so when recorded in the Scriptures. That which has been is that which will be. And equally, just as God’s creation is both good and evil, so we are told that He makes some vessels for honorable use and some for dishonorable use (2 Timothy 2:20, Romans 9:21). This is seen throughout the Bible.

Who would like to have been Judas? But he was created for the very purpose that the Scriptures might be fulfilled. Satan was given the right to enter into him and he betrayed Yahshua for thirty pieces of silver. And how about Peter? As a testimony of the three thousand years of the church, he denied Yahshua three times. Or how about King Saul? It was inevitable that he too as a premature work was to fail. And in like regard, he was held accountable for his actions and lost his right to be king. On and on throughout the entirety of the Scriptures men’s lives and actions have prophesied by sovereign design and purpose. And this is no less true today.

Having noted this, let’s look at what is at hand. The Africa Report was removed because the photos Caleb provided me for the Rongo meeting were all false, taken from photos already on the internet from political gatherings. And, this was the case with Walter’s photo as well, along with several of his previous photos. This was obviously very disturbing, and I have notified them that the support is being discontinued. Personally, I do not believe that the meetings and events were being manufactured. It was too much of a living work. But I do suspect that the sizes of the meetings were being exaggerated to some degree. Whatever the case though, at this time I have ceased our financial support. And I have to ask myself: Why did all of this happen?

From my personal experience of teaching in Africa for three months and experiencing 100% success in the meetings, and knowing the zeal and passion of those with whom I left the work, I do believe that that success has continued all across the continent. Again, what continued was a living and breathing experience. So, in Yahweh’s design, what was the purpose of this work, and why is it that Caleb and Walter are only now being exposed? I waited on Yahweh for understanding, and do believe He gave it to me. Let me now explain.
I have noted that the Africa work is in type a first Remnant work. The first Remnant was early, before the time, as was in fact the entirety of the church up to now. Again, it is a King Saul work who was equally before the time. And in like manner the Africa work is early. We have not yet received the latter rain. And, it is solely an Africa work, and not widespread among all the nations. And of course as a work in Africa, upon whose image is Satan, there is the testimony that he is still loose (which is of course an obvious reality). Given this, the Africa work seemed destined to attest to corruption—and so it now has done with what we see with Caleb and Walter. But let’s take this even one confirming step further.

When I first saw the certainty of the deceptive actions of Caleb and Walter, I immediately contacted by phone or email those who have been consistent significant financial supports of this work. And most gratefully, they were all gracious and understanding, and grateful for my openness and forthrightness in this matter. I am a firm believer in walking in the light. There is no other way—which is one reason I was so distraught with the deception which Caleb and Walter performed. And most revealing, from this contact one message became clear. Let me explain.

First, on October 1, the Hebrew’s Day of Atonement, I received an email from a faithful brother from Australia in response to this finding, and included this assessment: “What comes to my mind is what you have said a while ago about the Africa work being a 1st Remnant work as they are identifying with them. It would seem that they might be identifying even with the corruption that took place with the 1st Remnant in the beginning?” After reading his response, I called another brother here in the States to explain what is going on with the Africa work. He was not aware of what the other brother said, and upon me telling him about what Caleb and Walter did, his reply was that this sounded like Ananias and Sapphira. The reason he said this was that what Caleb and Walter did was a fearful act in the order of those two. It was not until afterwards that I put both of these together so as to understand what it seems the Father was attesting—that as a first Remnant work, so the Africa work is equally corrupted. And then even further in that day, yet a third brother independently introduced the same regarding Ananias and Sapphira. This is of course the mandate of 2 Corinthians 13:1 and Deuteronomy 19:15: “On the evidence of two or three witnesses a matter shall be confirmed.” And most certainly confirmed it was!

And then even later, I saw even more affirming evidence related to this conclusion. In the words of Peter, what did Ananias and Sapphira do? They kept some of the money from the sale of their property and lied to the Holy Spirit, to God. And most noteworthy, though they were husband and wife, they came before the apostles three hours apart. What do we see prophesied here? The church was to get three thousand years (three hours apart), but of course they will get two. Clearly, the reason this most unique testimony was added to the Bible here was to prophesy. Ananias and Sapphira were prophetic testimonies at the outset of the church—that the first Remnant and the Body of Christ would fail! And regrettably, so they have!

And, the event with Ananias and Sapphira has been repeated in the first Remnant work of Africa. Just as there were the two witnesses of Ananias and Sapphira, so today Caleb and Walter are two witnesses of the same magnitude and purpose. From the beginning of this matter I have been amazed that both of these men are being exposed at the same
time with their lying photos. And lying is exactly the sin of Ananias and Sapphira. And frankly, I’m sure Ananias and Sapphira were wonderful people, just as Caleb and Walter most certainly are. But both pairs failed in the weakness of their flesh. Living-prophecy can be a fearful thing!

What could this be telling us? While Caleb and Walter’s actions are inexcusable and have severely eroded my confidence and trust in them, I still look to the Father to complete His work at this time and give us the victorious and fulfilling second Bride work. Listen, if you think what Caleb and Walter did was corrupt, all you have to do is look at the church in the last two thousand years and you will see its own like corruption and even deception. What these two men did was no exception to the church whole—which is indeed “Africa,” where Satan has been its head! And if God does not come and expose this great error (as He sovereignly did with Ananias and Sapphira, and now with Caleb and Walter), cut time short, and perform a great cleansing through the Elijah work that is a refiner’s fire and fuller’s soap (Malachi 3:1-4), it will indeed be “My God, my God, why have you forsaken us?”

Caleb and Walter in cursed Africa evidenced not only the corruption of the first Remnant, but indeed the corruption of the entirety of the church from its beginning. What will I do with them at this point? I have already told them that I cannot help them; but I also have to wait and see what the Father will do in the days before us. This is not just about Africa. In fact, this is not just about any of what we see today. The fact is we MUST have the fulfillment of the latter Bride! We MUST have the latter rain that will impregnate us, and only then birth Immanuel back to this earth! And from what I see at this time, and considering the evidence of three twenty-threes in my life, something needs to happen now. And all I personally know to do is to take one day at a time, be faithful to what is at hand, and look to see Yahweh’s back as He passes by before us. The reality is, this is all entirely in His hands; and if He does not move, there is truly nothing we can do.

May God have mercy.

Blessings,

Gary